ATTACHMENT A—CONTRACTION OF DISEASE LIABILITY FLOWCHART

1. **Contraction of disease claim**
   - **Yes**
     - **7(1)—Specified diseases and employment**
       - **Yes**
         - **Is the disease specified?**
           - **Yes**
             - **Has the employee been employed for the minimum period of employment?**
               - **Yes**
                 - **Has the employee's employment, before the contraction of the disease, involved work with a specified thing, or contact with or exposure to a specified agent or thing?**
                   - **Yes**
                     - **Has the contrary been established?**
                       - **Yes**
                         - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**
                       - **No**
                         - **s14—Accept claim for injury**
                   - **No**
                     - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**
               - **No**
                 - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**
           - **No**
             - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**
     - **No**
   - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**

2. **7(2)—Greater incidence of disease**
   - **No**
   - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**

3. **S7(8)—Fire-fighter specified cancer**
   - **Yes**
     - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**
   - **No**

4. **s5B—Definition of disease**
   - **Yes**
     - **Has the employee's employment contributed, to a significant degree, to the ailment suffered by the employee?**
       - **Yes**
         - **s7(7)—Has the employee made a false and wilful representation?**
           - **Yes**
             - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**
           - **No**
             - **s14—Accept claim for injury**
       - **No**
         - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**
   - **No**
     - **s14—Disallow claim for injury**

5. **s14—Disallow claim for injury**

6. **s14—Accept claim for injury**

---

**Flowchart Notes:**
- **s14—Disallow claim for injury** indicates that the claim is disallowed.
- **s14—Accept claim for injury** indicates that the claim is accepted.
- The decision tree evaluates whether the disease claimed is caused by the employee's employment, considering various factors including employment periods, specified agents, and representations.
- The flowchart uses symbols and arrows to indicate the decision-making process and the outcomes for each pathway.